Abstract 
Introduction
Peer-to-peer (P2P) systems are designed to distribute functionality and resources among a large number of independent hosts. The promise of this design is that highly distributed state is easier to scale, is more resilient to failure and supports greater administrative autonomy. However, the costs of distribution can be significant as well and consequently the research community has focused its attention on developing efficient distributed hash table (DHT) algorithms for routing requests to individual peers. The best of these algorithms, exemplified by systems such as Chord [17] , Pastry [12] , and Tapestry [20] , are able to locate any item after querying no more than O(logN ) individual peers. While this is no small feat, it still imposes a significant performance penalty for many purposes. For example, Cox et al. show that while Chord can be used to serve Domain Name Service (DNS) records, the latency incurred is increased by an order of magnitude [1] . They further observe that "the problem becomes worse as the peer-to-peer network grows" since a large system with 1,000,000 nodes might require each lookup to traverse 20 nodes on the overlay network before locating each item of interest.
This latency is a direct consequence of homogeneously distributing index state among peers. If each peer maintains unique state necessary for a successful lookup, then the cost of a query must grow with the number of peers. In systems like Chord, this means that some queries must take O(logN ) steps to be resolved. The opposite extreme, illustrated by Napster [9] , is to centralize the index in a single location. While this allows lookups to be completed with a single message exchange, the central index then becomes a potential bottleneck and single point of failure. We believe that neither of these architectures is ideally matched to the capabilities of existing networks of peers and it is time to revisit the design tradeoffs made in modern structured P2P systems.
Measurements of deployed P2P systems all reveal significant heterogeneity in the capabilities and activities of their members [13, 11, 10, 14] . While most peers are short-lived and have minimal bandwidth, a small fraction typically remains connected for extended periods and have significant storage, memory and bandwidth resources. This population heterogeneity suggests that performance may be significantly improved by assigning index state unequally -picking a design point somewhere between fully centralized and fully distributed. This paper describes the design of a structured P2P system that explores this tradeoff. Our approach delivers constant-time O(1) lookup by assigning additional state to these high-capacity peers, or superpeers, present in many peer-to-peer systems. Moreover, we argue that this approach can easily support 1,000,000 peers -a scaling point that represents an interesting class of peer-to-peer systems. In the remainder of this paper we briefly discuss related work, describe our system architecture, and then use a combination of analytic and simulated results to explore the scaling issues of this design.
Related work
Several popular unstructured P2P applications such as FastTrack [3] and Gnutella [6, 18, 15] have explored using heterogeneity to improve search performance. These systems forward queries to high-capacity superpeers (named SuperNodes, Hubs, UltraPeers, Reflectors, etc. depending on the system) selected based on their capability to process large numbers of requests. A superpeer acts as a local search engine, building an index of the files being shared by each peer connected to it and proxying search requests on behalf of these peers by flooding requests to other superpeers. These systems significantly outperform pure flooding systems by preventing low-performance hosts from transiting requests, but they still rely on flooding at the superpeerlevel.
Structured P2P systems typically have not leveraged heterogeneity in their algorithms. A recent exception is Garces-Erice et al.'s two-tier hierarchical lookup design that groups nearby peers based on network latency and communicates between groups using a superpeer layer [5] . To find a peer that is responsible for a key, the top tier overlay network routes among the superpeers to first determine the group responsible for the key; the responsible group then uses an intra-group overlay network to determine the specific peer that is responsible for the key. The authors propose using two different DHT algorithms at each level of the hierarchy, a O(logN ) algorithm that maintains O(logN ) state among superpeers and an O(1) algorithm that maintains O(N ) state within a group. The resulting design completes lookups in O(logM ) time where M is the number of superpeers.
Several very recent P2P designs have also offered dramatic reductions in lookup latency. The Kelips system [7] divides peers into groups by subdividing the identification key space. Peers are aware of the files stored on every group member and the identity of at least one member of every other group. Consequently, Kelips can achieve a constanttime lookup by either locating an object within its own group or passing the query on to a member of the appropriate group. Both Kelips and our design achieve constanttime lookup (in terms of hop count). However, Kelips does not utilize peer heterogeneity at all. Every Kelips peer is required to store O( √ N ) state, while in our design, only the O( √ N ) superpeers are required to maintain O( √ N ) more storage. To put this in context, a 1,000,000 node P2P system implemented in Kelips would require a total state expenditure of 1 billion entries, while our design requires only 8 million entries.
The Coral [4] system takes a different approach. It focuses on improving the latency of lookup queries rather than reducing hop count. To do this, Coral introduces a hierarchical lookup strategy that divides a single Chord-style ring into three distinct rings called clusters. A Level-2 cluster consists of peers that are mostly within 30msec of one another, while a Level-1 cluster consists of Level-2 clusters within a larger 100msec range. Finally, the Level-0 cluster represents the original Chord ring, which has no latency guarantee. A Coral peer only joins an acceptable cluster. That is, one in which the latency to 90% of the nodes is within the cluster's diameter. If a node cannot find such a cluster, it forms its own. Upon joining a cluster, each new node insert itself into its higher-level clusters, keyed under the IP addresses of its gateway routers, discovered using the traceroute tool. A new node, searching for a low-level acceptable cluster, can lookup topologically close peers by using its gateway router addresses as lookup keys. Consequently, lookups within a cluster or between Level1 and Level-2 clusters are expected to be fast, while the overall hop count is still O(log N ). Compared with our approach, Coral does not leverage the heterogeneity among the participants. Since each Coral cluster is in fact a Chord ring, our structured superpeer design can further speed up lookup, by assigning powerful Coral peers to be superpeers. Hence, we conclude that our design is indeed another optimization of the Coral system. Finally, several recently proposed DHT schemes have demonstrated how to provide O(log N ) hops lookup with constant state per node. Kaashoesk and Karger [8] , present Koorde, a simple degree-optimal distributed hash table. Koorde is based on the combination of Chord DHT and deBruijn graphs [2] . They have shown that if each peer maintains state for only 2 nodes, O(log N ) hops lookup is possible. Increasing the state requirement at each node, Koorde can provide higher fault tolerance and moreover, with a state cost of O(log N ), a lookup can be resolved in O( log N log log N ) hops communication, which they prove is optimal. Using this approach the expect hop count to satisfy a query in a 1,000,000 node network is approximately 5.
A related design, motivated by fault-tolerance, is presented by Naor and Wieder [19] . In their system, each node maintains constant state and they demonstrate that this is sufficient to satisfy queries within O(log N ) hops for the random fail-stop failure model. They provide an alternative superpeer add. range sp0 lookup algorithm that allows a random subset of nodes to fail in an arbitrarily faulty manner in exchange for an increased cost of O(log 2 N ) hops. Again, the lookup length can be shortened increasing the state requirement per node and their scheme has the same theoretical bounds as Koorde. Furthermore, they have shown that constant time, O(1), lookup is possible with O(N log N ) state. We believe our approach is an instance of this family. In our case, is chosen to be 1/2 in order to implement a practically feasible system. Figure 1 illustrates the basic architecture of our system. Given a P2P system with N peers, we place each on a circular identifier space, the "outer ring", using a DHT algorithm such as Chord. Of these N peers, M are chosen to be superpeers to create a smaller core "inner ring". We describe the process of choosing and maintaining the structure of the inner ring later. The outer ring is split into arcs and each arc is assigned to one superpeer. Each superpeer is responsible for maintaining two pieces of information: the addresses of the peers contained within its arc(e.g. sp0 maintains Table  2 tracking the IP addresses of all peers, p0−p5, on the outer ring between 0 and 1; and sp3 maintains 
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Lookup and Query Routing
A lookup is extremely straightforward. When a peer requests a document with key id, it sends this request directly to its superpeer. If the superpeer itself is responsible for the arc including the key id, then it locates the successor of id it its peer table and returns the result. Otherwise, it forwards the request to the superpeer who is responsible for the enclosing arc for id. In response, the responsible superpeer locates the successor peer in its peer table and the result is returned to the peer who initiated the request. In the worst case, two nodes must be contacted to resolve a lookupone for the immediate superpeer and one for the superpeer responsible for the key -requiring three messages in total.
For example, in Figure 1 , peer p2 requests a document with a key id value of roughly 3.5. In normal operation, p2 sends this request m1 to its superpeer sp0. Since sp0 is only responsible for the arc (0,1], it consults its superpeer table( Table 1 ) and finds that superpeer sp3 is responsible the arc enclosing id, (3, 4] . It forwards the request, m2 to sp3, who in turns looks up the closest successor to id it its peer table (Table 3) and returns the result, p26's IP address, to the original requestor in message m3. Finally, p2 can connect to p26, and issue its request for content, m4.
As a result, this system architecture has a constant cost,
O(1).
If the peer generating a lookup request has the same superpeer as the peer it is looking for, then only one connection is sufficient to resolve the request: the immediate superpeer. In the worst case lookup -where the correspondent superpeers are different -the number of nodes that must be contacted is two: one for the immediate superpeer, and one for the superpeer responsible for the key. This design has three key technical challenges: How to bootstrap the system, how to manage failure and how to address changes in load? We address each in turn below.
Bootstrapping
We assume that the outer ring is managed using a traditional DHT algorithm, such as Chord, and an external mechanism is used to identify members of this ring so new peers may join. As the first k peers joint the system, these peers are also commissioned as superpeers and placed into the inner ring as well. This provides an initial set of superpeers and a division of the identifier space, putting the system into a consistent state. As additional peers join the system, they obtain the identify of their superpeer from their immediate neighbors in the outer ring. This peer sends a join RPC to the superpeer who in turn updates the peer table for its arc.
We also assume the each new peer identifies itself to a volunteer service, which maintains the resources that a peer is willing and able to contribute to the system. This metric can be computed based on the lookup message processing power and/or storage capability. We assume that the volunteer service is provided as a black box, it might be implemented as a centralized or distributed service. This service is used by the superpeers in the inner ring to select additional superpeer candidates in response to increased load or superpeer failure.
Detecting and Managing Failure
There are two qualitatively different kinds of failures that must be tolerated: peer failures and superpeer failures.
If a peer fails, or leaves the system, the principal issue is updating the peer table at its responsible superpeer. If a peer leaves gracefully it can simply contact its superpeer directly. If the peer fails unexpectedly, this is detected by its neighbors who periodically issue local keep-alive messages (identically to the scheme described in [17] ). When a peer detects that its neighbor has failed, it communicates this information to its superpeer in turn. In all cases, the superpeer simply removes the failed peer from its table.
If a superpeer fails, this presents two issues. First, all of the peers in the arc previously managed by the superpeer must be reassigned to one or more replacement superpeers.
Second, all other superpeers must be informed about these replacements so they may update their arc tables.
We detect superpeer failures in a similar fashion to peer failures. Each superpeer sends periodic keep-alive messages to its neighbors in the inner ring. If a neighbor cannot be reached then the probing continues with further neighbors until the scope of the unmanaged arc can be determined. Depending on the size of this range, one or more new superpeers may be created from peers listed in the volunteer service or the range may be assigned to neighboring superpeers. In either case the changes to topology of the inner ring are distributed to all superpeers. Note that this operation is the only action that takes more than constant time to complete.
To recover the lost peer to superpeer state, each superpeer replicates the peer information at k of its inner ring neighbors, providing protection against (k − 1) consecutive failures (we expect a small value of k = 2 or k = 3 to suffice). Consequently, when a replacement superpeer is inserted into the inner ring, it can obtain the contents of its peer table directly and quickly from its immediate neighbors. To ensure that these replicas are consistent, each superpeer must update its neighbors with any changes to its peer table that occur. If this system fails due to many consecutive superpeer failures, a new superpeer can still reconstruct its peer info by traversing the peers in its arc from one end to another, using the successor list in the outer ring.
Load balancing
There are several reasons why a superpeer may receive more load than it can handle. Superpeers are themselves heterogeneous and may vary significantly in storage capacity or message processing power. Similarly, the popularity of content may be non-uniform and particular arcs may experience more requests than others. In these cases it may be necessary to move load among superpeers or change the number of superpeers in the system.
We assume that each superpeer knows its maximum capacity and measures the current load driven by the request rate. When a superpeer's load approaches to capacity, it may share its load with its neighbors if they have sufficient excess capacity or with a new superpeer from the volunteer service. In either case the superpeer splits its arc appropriately and reassigns pieces of this range to the neighbors accepting the load. Conversely, if a superpeer has sufficient excess capacity than it may absorb the entire load of a neighbor and return that neighbor to the volunteer service list.
To tune the load balancing behavior we define four limit parameters for each superpeer: min, max, lower, and upper. The first two represent hard limits on the capacity of the superpeer, while the later two are soft limits meant to initiate load balancing activities long before a superpeer is overwhelmed or idle.
There are four criteria that cause a load balancing operation to occur:
• if the load of a superpeer exceeds the hard limit max
• if the load of a superpeer goes below the hard limit min
• if the cumulative load of three neighbor superpeers exceeds the soft limit upper times three
• if the cumulative load of three neighbor superpeers goes below the soft limit lower times three
Depending on the cumulative load of three neighbor superpeers (e.g. smaller than 3·lower or bigger than 3·upper), the load balancing algorithm either shifts load to the neighbors, introduces a new superpeer or dismisses an existing superpeer. While each comparison and action is entirely local, the system converges in steady state so that all superpeers are loaded between their soft limits and the total number of superpeers in the system is within a constant factor of optimal.
Scalability Analysis
In this section we analyze the scalability of the approach we have described, including the storage overhead incurred, the lookup processing required, and the effects of maintenance traffic. We explore these issues analytically to capture steady state behavior and through simulation to explore the impact of membership dynamics on our approach.
Storage requirements
Each superpeer has to maintain a record to track every other superpeer in the inner ring (including information such as IP address, node id, address range of its arc, network connection state, etc.) and a record for each peer in its address range (including IP address, node id, network connection state, etc.) If a superpeer record consumes c s bytes, and a peer record requires c p bytes, then the total storage at each superpeer is:
The storage requirements at each superpeer is minimal when M = cpN cs . Under this condition, the storage at each superpeer is S = 2 c s c p N , and the total extra storage required in the whole network is S total = c s M 2 + c p N , a value that is surprisingly small. Mapping this to a particular example, in an overlay network of N = 10 6 peers and M = 10 3 superpeers, each superpeer must maintain only 2000 additional records. For comparison, if this state were used instead to improve the performance of a Chord-based network, each peer would only receive 2 extra records in their finger table (which is unlikely to have a significant effect). Similarly, the Pastry system [12] must contact log B N nodes to satisfy a query, given (B − 1) log B N routing entries per node -where B is the number of address bits that each peer matches in a round. To support 1,000,000 nodes with a lookup cost of only two hops, then B must be equal to 1000, and all 1,000,000 peers must maintain a routing table with 1998 entries. We achieve the same lookup performance with roughly the same storage requirement imposed at only 1000 superpeers.
Therefore, for reasonably large peer-to-peer networks, the storage overhead is not a significant scalability limitation.
Lookup processing
Superpeers must be able to service all the lookups they receive from the peers for whom they are responsible. In addition, they must handle queries from other superpeers. We model the lookup process as a uniform rate of q lookups/second for each peer. At a particular superpeer, the lookup rate is R i = 2qN i , where N i is the number of peers in its arc. If all superpeers are homogeneous, assuming a uniform distribution of peers in the key space, then the average lookup rate at a superpeer can be estimated as R = 2q N M . Again, consider an overlay network of N = 10 6 peers and M = 10 3 superpeers, assuming that each node uniformly issues q = 1 lookup/sec for objects that are uniformly distributed throughout the system (a much higher rate that is likely in practice). Under these conditions, the average lookup rate that a superpeer must process is only R = 2000 lookup/sec. For comparison, Stoica et al's recent i3 system is able to process in excess of 25,000 queries per second [16] .
Lookup processing does not appear to significantly limit this design either.
Maintenance traffic
As peers join or leave the system, the responsible superpeer must alert its neighboring superpeers to ensure that peer table state is replicated consistently. The number of messages per node is constant relative to the size of the system and the size of each message is bounded by the number of peers that each superpeer can handle. Another sound of maintenance traffic is the keepalive messages used to detect failures among superpeers. Similarly, the number of messages per node remains constant for all system sizes as does the message size. Neither of these activities are likely to impact system scalability. In contrast, the topology changes of the inner ring are relatively expensive. If the superpeer table is changed due to a failure or a load balancing action, then this data must be distributed to all superpeers in the inner ring. While the size of each message is constant, the number of messages to be sent grows linearly with the number of superpeers. However, determining the sensitivity of this overhead is a function of load balancing dynamics that are not well described analytically. Instead, we use an event-driven simulation to explore this issue.
Simulator methodology
The simulation was performed by modifying the Chord simulator to accommodate the changes in the system architecture. In the simulation, our target environment is around 10,000 peers. The fixed parameters for the system were set as follows:
• the allowed range of peers for each superpeer (min, lower, upper, max) were set to (55, 67, 113, 125).
• the redundancy parameter k = 2.
• the lookup rate for each peer was set to q = 0.05 lookup/sec.
• each superpeer failure probability is 0.036 over an hour.
• the keep-alive period for superpeers is 30 sec. 
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Figure 3. Simulation Phases
We create a synthetic workload, listed in Figure 3 , meant to explore several different operating regimes. The first phase is to bootstrap and setup a network of 10800 = 120 * 1.5 * 60 nodes. The second, fourth and sixth phases are to simulate the steady network with equal join and leave rate. The third phase is to simulate heavy leave in a 20 minutes period. The fifth phase is to simulate heavy join in a 20 minutes period. The last phase is a quiet period. In Figure 4 .2, the expected average analytic lookup rate(R = 2q N M ) is drawn and the actual values are plotted over it demonstrating a strong match.
The maintenance messages at superpeers due to peer joining, peers leaving or failing, and the keepalive messages between superpeers are all predictable with the fixed parameters in the simulator. In Figure 4 .2, the expected maintenance traffic rate per superpeer (excluding load balancing messages) is drawn below and the actual values plotted over, again showing a near-perfect match. The maintenance messages for load balancing is unpredictable, because of the nature of the load balancing algorithm and the behavior of the whole system. However all these messages constitute maintenance traffic. The actual average maintenance messages per superpeer is drawn in Figure 4 .2. The cost of the load balancing can be computed as the difference of total maintenance traffic minus the predictable message rate. When compared with the lookup rate, it is seen that the maintenance traffic is quite insignificant.
The simulation results show that the system is highly adaptive to the peer joins or leaves and failures of both peers and superpeers. In Figure 4 .4, the total number of peers can be seen plotted. As the number of peers changes, the number of superpeers and the load on each superpeer are tuned by the load balancing algorithm fairly well. It is seen that the number of superpeers adjusts dynamically to represent the change in load caused by the peers joining and leaving. Moreover, the load at a particular superpeer never exceeds the hard limits and generally stays between the soft limits. This indicates that the load-balancing algorithm is able to balance the load among the superpeers.
Conclusion
There are a wide-range of design options in building peer-to-peer systems. In a centralized system, exemplified by Napster, the obvious advantage is that of lower lookup cost, with the associated challenges of scalability and reliability. Decentralized systems, such as Chord, can offer improved scalability and reliability, but with increased lookup overhead relating to the nature of distributed hash tables.
Our approach of using superpeers provides many of the advantages of both centralized systems and distributed systems, while avoiding most of their drawbacks. Superpeerbased lookup can offer constant-time latency, while offering a configurable degree of resilience to superpeer failures. We show that the overhead involved in maintaining the structure of the superpeer ring is low as compared to lookup traffic that the peers generate. Moreover, we demonstrate a simple superpeer load-balancing algorithm, and show that it provides an equitable and achievable load distribution. While increased centralization does ultimately limit scalability, we show that our proposed system could reasonable scale over one million peers for reasonable lookup rates. Consequently, this approach is a reasonable design choice for most realistic system deployments. Finally, we note that our approach can easily be integrated into existing P2P systems as a performance optimization to the existing lookup algorithm rather than as a replacement.
